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What will the ultimate computer language be? What language will we be using once assembler language, BASIC, and Pascal have become museum pieces? Surprisingly, this question is easy to answer: there will be several ultimate computer languages. We even know what their names will be. They will be called English, Spanish, French, Russian, Chinese, etc. After all, the easiest language you could use to program a computer is the one you use to communicate with other people.

Unfortunately, programming a computer in English is still in the future. For a computer to understand English, it must be able to cope with the ambiguities inherent in any natural language. It must be able to deduce facts you don't bother specifying because they are "obvious." (Nothing is obvious to a computer unless it has been programmed to realize it is obvious. Everything must be stated explicitly and precisely.)

Today, though, we do have a language, called PROLOG, that simplifies the task of informing a computer about obvious (and not so obvious) facts. The name PROLOG is short for "PROgramming in LOGic"; however, you do not have to be familiar with formal logic theory to use PROLOG. In fact, the language is so simple a child can learn it. Yet its very simplicity makes it far more powerful than any other language currently available for use on microcomputers.

PROLOG is a programming language ideally suited to the manipulation of knowledge. A PROLOG program consists of facts about a certain subject. You can ask PROLOG questions and it will attempt to answer them using the facts it has been told.

Facts are expressed in PROLOG in a concise manner. The fact that John is the father of Tom is expressed by the one-line PROLOG program:

father(john,tom).

The relationship, father, appears first, followed by the arguments (in parentheses) to which the relation applies. This data structure is called a term. The only potential area of confusion is the order in which the arguments are written. As a rule, the subject of the relation is the first argument and the object is the second. With this program, you can now ask PROLOG whether John is the father of Tom:

father(john,tom)?

to which PROLOG will respond:

yes

Note that the only difference between telling PROLOG that John is Tom's father and asking PROLOG whether John is Tom's father is the punctuation mark at the end of the statement. An assertion always ends with a period; a question always ends with a question mark. If you ask whether John is the father of Bill:

father(john,bill)?
PROLOG will respond:

no

because it does not have any information to indicate that John is the father of Bill.

You can ask PROLOG more complicated questions such as who the father of Tom is by typing:

father(%who,tom)?

The % at the beginning of "%who" indicates that "%who" is a variable. When a question contains a variable, PROLOG attempts to assign a correct value to the variable. PROLOG will respond to the above question with:

%who = john

If PROLOG cannot find a correct value for the variable, it again responds no.

father(%who,bill)?

no

As is the case in most programming languages, it does not matter what name you use for a variable. You can have used "$x" instead of "%who". However, unlike most programming languages, a PROLOG variable's scope is limited to the statement in which it appears. If the same variable name is used in two separate statements, there is no connection between them. They are treated as different variables.

So far, PROLOG appears to be nothing more than an easy-to-use data-base language. You can store information and retrieve it later by asking questions. What makes PROLOG more than just another data-base language is that you can teach PROLOG how to manipulate the facts you have given it. Assume that you have made the following assertions:

father(bill,john),
father(john,tom).

From these assertions, you can deduce that Bill is the grandfather of Tom. PROLOG can also make this deduction if you tell it the fact that the father of the father is the grandfather. In PROLOG this fact is stated as a clause:

grandfather(%x,%z) ← father(%x,%y),father(%y,%z).

— means "is implied by" or "is true if." The term to the left of ← is true if the terms to the right of ← are true. The term to the left is called a goal, and the terms to the right are called subgoals. The goal is true if the subgoals are true. The goal is also referred to as the head term of the statement.

Note that variables have been used in the clause to make a general statement about what it means for some-
one to be the grandfather of someone else. PROLOG can use this general statement to answer specific questions. If you ask the question:

\[
grandfather(bill, tom)?
\]

PROLOG will attempt to answer by setting "\(\%x = \text{bill}\)" and "\(\%z = \text{tom}\)" in the definition of grandfather. This creates an instance of the grandfather definition of the following form:

\[
grandfather(bill, john) \leftarrow 
father(bill, \%y),father(\%y, tom).
\]

This states that Bill is the grandfather of Tom if Bill is the father of a person who is the father of Tom. By the first two assertions, PROLOG knows that Bill is the father of John and John is the father of Tom. Therefore, PROLOG will respond with a yes.

If you ask PROLOG to find two people such that one is the grandfather of the other:

\[
grandfather(\%x, \%y)?
\]

PROLOG will respond:

\[
\%x = \text{bill}, \%y = \text{tom}
\]

Nonprocedural Languages

Most computer languages currently in use (such as BASIC and Pascal) are procedural: a computation is performed by executing a series of actions in a precise order. Each statement of a procedural language represents only one step in an algorithm. This means that the correctness of an individual statement cannot be determined by examining the statement by itself. Instead, you must examine the entire algorithm in which the statement occurs to determine if the statement is correct. For example, \(1 = 1 + 2\) is a typical statement in a procedural language. If you are asked to determine whether the statement is correct, the most you can say is that its syntax is correct (i.e., it is a valid statement in the language). This does not necessarily mean that the statement is the correct one to use at that particular stage of the algorithm. Perhaps the correct statement should be \(1 = 1 + 2\). You cannot tell without looking at the rest of the code in which the statement appears.

In PROLOG, on the other hand, you can determine whether a statement is true by examining that statement only. The correctness of the PROLOG statement that defines grandfather can be determined independently of the rest of the PROLOG program. A statement in a PROLOG program corresponds to an entire subroutine in a conventional programming language. Thus PROLOG programs are extremely modular, PROLOG carries the "divide-and-conquer" approach of structured programming one step further.

Another advantage of nonprocedural languages is that the order in which statements occur is irrelevant. Each PROLOG statement represents a fact, and it does not matter in what order PROLOG is told the facts. This means that you can increase the power of a program by adding new statements, and in most cases this does not require any modification of the statements that are already there. For example, the definition of grandfather, given earlier, is true, but it is only a partial definition. One must add the following statement to obtain a complete definition:

\[
grandfather(\%x, \%y) \leftarrow 
father(\%x, \%z),mother(\%z, \%y).
\]

Assume that the following assertions are also made:

\[
mother(jane, alice).
father(bill, jane).
\]

Now if you ask for a grandchild of Bill:

\[
grandfather(bill, \%grandchild)?
\]

PROLOG will respond:

\[
\%grandchild = \text{tom}
\]

You can also find out if Bill has another grandchild by
typing ?. Now PROLOG will respond:

\%grandchild = alice

If you ask whether Bill has other grandchildren besides Tom and Alice by typing ? once more, PROLOG will respond with a no.

The two partial definitions for grandparent can be combined into one statement:

\[ \text{grandfather}(\%x, \%y) \leftarrow \text{father}(\%x, \%z), (\text{father}(\%z, \%y); \text{mother}(\%z, \%y)). \]

The semicolon between "father(\%z, \%y)" and "mother (\%z, \%y)" means that one or the other must be true.

A term can have any number of arguments. To say that Alice is pretty, you would type:

\text{pretty}(\text{alice}).

Now you can ask PROLOG to find a pretty grandchild of Bill, as follows:

\[ \text{grandfather}(\text{bill}, \%\text{grandchild}), \text{pretty}(\%\text{grandchild})? \]

to which PROLOG will respond:

\%grandchild = alice

How PROLOG Works

To use PROLOG you do not need to know how it actually arrives at its answers. If you have specified all the required information, PROLOG will find the answer as if by magic. However, it is interesting to know how it goes about coming up with a solution.

Basically PROLOG attempts to solve goals from left to right. For a given goal, PROLOG attempts to find a statement whose first term (the only term in an assertion: the term to the left of the - in a clause) can be made to match the goal. It then attempts to solve the subgoals of that statement. Of course, if the statement is an assertion, there are no subgoals. If the subgoals can be solved, PROLOG then proceeds to the next goal. If one of the subgoals cannot be solved, PROLOG backtracks and tries to find another statement whose head term matches the goal. If there are no untried statements left, PROLOG realizes it cannot solve this particular goal.

This does not necessarily mean there is no solution to your original question. If the goal PROLOG is working on is actually a subgoal of one of your original goals, there may be an alternate solution of the original goal that does not involve the failed subgoal. PROLOG will backtrack further and try to find an alternate solution: it gives up only when it can find no solution to any of your original goals.

Let us examine in more detail how PROLOG works.

Listing 1: Assertions that specify the environment. PROLOG attempts to answer questions based on facts and relations that it knows, stated in special syntax. Questions are broken into goals to be achieved from left to right.

\begin{verbatim}
father(bill,john).
father(john,tom).
father(bill,jane).
mother(jane,alice).
grandmother(\%x,\%y)<-father(\%x,\%y),(father(\%z,\%y);mother(\%z,\%y)).
pretty(alice).
\end{verbatim}
*ATTENTION ALL APPLE USERS*
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Assume that the statements in listing 1 have been made. Now assume that PROLOG is asked this question:

```
father(bill, %z), (father (%z, %grandchild);
```

Because PROLOG attempts to answer questions by solving goals one at a time from left to right, it will first attempt to solve "grandfather(bill, %grandchild)". It searches for a clause whose first term is grandfather. There is only one clause whose head term is grandfather, so PROLOG tries to match "grandfather(bill, %grandchild)" with "grandfather(%, %y)". A match can be made by setting "%x = bill" and "%y = %grandchild". This substitution is applied to the subgoals of that statement, which may be expanded to:

```
father(bill, %z), (father (%z, %grandchild);
mother(%, %grandchild))
```

PROLOG now attempts to solve "father(bill, %z)". The first three statements have father as a head term, so PROLOG tries them one after the other. The first statement matches if "%z = john"; it is an assertion and has no subgoals. Therefore, PROLOG can proceed to the next goal in the expanded statement. Here there is a choice between "father(john, %grandchild)" and "mother(john, %grandchild)". PROLOG attempts to solve the first alternative. It tries to match "father(john, %grandchild)" with the first given statement, but fails because the first arguments do not match. It then tries the second statement, and this time succeeds with the substitution "%grandchild = tom".

Now all the goals of the expanded statement have been satisfied, so PROLOG attempts to solve the last goal of the original question. Since "%grandchild = tom", the goal is "pretty(tom)". There is only one clause whose head term is "pretty": but "pretty(tom)" does not match "pretty (alice)". At this point, PROLOG backtracks to the last place where there was a choice—between "father(john, %grandchild)" and "mother(john, %grandchild)"—and selects the alternate choice: "(mother(john, %grandchild)". This choice does not work either because the fourth statement is the only one whose head is "mother" and "mother(john, %grandchild)" cannot match "mother(jane, alice)".

So PROLOG backtracks further and tries to solve the first goal of the expanded statement again.

First, it tries to match "father(bill, %z)" with the second statement but fails. Then it tries to match "father(bill, %z)" with the third statement, and this time succeeds by setting "%z = jane". Now PROLOG attempts to solve the second part of the expanded statement, which is a choice between "father(jane, %grandchild)" and "mother(jane, %grandchild)". Once again PROLOG attempts to solve "father(jane, %grandchild)" first but fails. Then it attempts to solve "mother(jane, %grandchild)". This time it succeeds by matching "mother(jane, %grandchild)" and setting "%grandchild = alice".
Controlling Robots

Now consider how a PROLOG program could be used to control a robot. Assume that a human and a robot are inside a rocket that has landed on the surface of a planet. The rocket has an airlock. On the planet there is a building that contains rocket fuel. There is also a cave with a key to the building. The cave also contains gold. The robot is able to lift the key, the fuel, or the gold (but it cannot lift the rocket). This situation can be described in PROLOG as shown in listing 2.

The statements in listing 2 represent the state of the robot's environment. As the robot interacts with the environment, some of the statements may cease to be true. To keep the description of the environment up to date you must have a way to delete statements no longer true. PROLOG provides a built-in function, called delete, to eliminate specified statements; another built-in function, called assert, can be used to add statements.

Now you can specify commands for the robot to attempt to obey. The first command will make the robot fetch an object to a specified place (see listing 3a).

The first subgoal, "inside(%object, %place)", checks to see if the object is already where you want it. If it is, the robot does not need to do anything. If it isn't, the robot must pick up the object, move to the required place, and drop it. Note that the terms "pickup(%object)", "moveto(%place)", and "drop(%object)" have been grouped together within parentheses to show that the semicolon operator applies to all of them.

In order for the robot to pick up an object (see listing 3b), the object must be liftable. The robot must move to the place where the object is in order to pick it up. Assuming that the robot can carry only one thing at a time, it must be empty-handed when it picks up an object.

Listing 2: Hypothetical environment found in a simulated space expedition. Through a series of commands specified in listing 3, a robot can be made to perform complex tasks, such as exiting the craft, and finding and returning with fuel—all with a simple instruction from the user.

inside(human, rocket).
inside(robot, rocket).
inside(fuel, building).
inside(key, cave).
inside(gold, cave).
entrance(airlock, rocket).
entrance(doors, building).
entrance(hole, cave).
opened(airlock).
locked(airlock).
liftable(key).
liftable(fuel).
liftable(gold).
Listing 3: Fundamental commands built to control the hypothetical robot. In each case, the commands are constructed of goals and subgoals that are either basic enough for the robot to perform directly or are further broken into subgoals.

3a
fetch(%object,%place)<- inside(%object,%place);
   (pickup(%object),moveto(%place),drop(%object)).

3b
pickup(%object)<- litable(%object),
   inside(%object,%place),moveto(%place),
   emptyhanded,assert(holding(%object)).

3c
emptyhanded<-(holding(%object),drop(%object));true.

3d
drop(%object)<- delete(holding(%object)).

3e
moveto(%place)<- inside(robot,%place);
   (inside(robot,%place2),leave(%place2),enter(%place));
   (outside(robot),enter(%place)).

3f
leave(%place)<- entrance(%x,%place),((closed(%x),open(%x));true),
   delete(inside(robot,%place),assert(outside(robot)),
   ((holding(%object),delete(inside(%object,%place))),
   assert(outside(%object)));true).

enter(%place)<- entrance(%x,%place),((closed(%x),open(%x));true),
   delete(outside(robot)),assert(inside(robot,%place)),
   ((holding(%object),delete(outside(%object))),
   assert(inside(%object,%place)));true).

3g
open(door)<-(holding(key);(inside(key,%place),pickup(key),leave(%place))),
   delete(closed(door)).

Finally, you must assert that the robot is now holding the object.

In order to be empty-handed, the robot must drop whatever it is holding (see listing 3c). If it is not holding anything, it is already empty-handed, so the built-in true function (which always succeeds) is executed.

When the robot drops something, you must delete the statement that says it is holding the object (see listing 3d).

Depending on where the robot is located initially, there are three possible actions that the robot must perform to move to a specified place (see listing 3e).

- If it is already at the specified place, it does not need to do anything.
- If it is inside some other place, it must leave that place and enter the specified place.
- If it is already outside, it must enter the specified place.

To leave a place (see listing 3f), if the entrance is closed, the robot must open the entrance. You must also remember to delete the fact that the robot is inside the place, and assert that the robot is now outside. If the robot is holding something, you must assert that the object also moves outside. Entering a place is accomplished similarly. To open the door to the building, the robot must either be holding the key or it must pick up the key (see listing 3g). Assume the robot can open the rocket's airlock automatically:

   open(airlock — delete(closed(airlock))).

Now you can order the robot to fetch the gold to the rocket with the command:

   fetch(gold,rocket)?

The robot will leave the rocket, enter the cave, pick up the gold, and return to the rocket. If you ask the robot to fetch the fuel from the building by typing:

   fetch(fuel,rocket)?
the robot will leave the rocket and try to enter the building. To do this it needs the key, so it will go to the cave to get it. Once it is in the building, it will drop the key and pick up the fuel. Finally, it will return to the rocket with the fuel. At this point, the PROLOG statements describing the "environment" will be as shown in listing 4. Note that the airlock and the door to the building are left open because the robot did not bother to close them.

This robot is not very bright. If, starting with the initial situation, for instance, you ask the robot to move the gold from the cave to the building (fetch(gold, building)'), it will go to the cave, pick up the gold, and go to the building. At this point the robot realizes it needs the key to open the door, so it returns to the cave to get the key. Since it can carry only one thing at a time, it drops the gold and picks up the key. It then returns to the door, opens it, and enters the building. It now thinks it has succeeded in moving the gold to the building, but the gold is still sitting in the cave where the robot dropped it. This problem is caused by the fact the robot may undo part of the overall goal by backtracking to accomplish a subgoal.

A Modest Proposal
It would not be too difficult to make the robot intelligent enough to handle the above problem. But instead of making the robot more intelligent, let's give it some "consciousness." Any robot worth its positronic brain must obey the three laws of robotics as postulated by Isaac Asimov (see reference 1). These laws are:

1. A robot may not injure a human being or, through inaction, allow a human being to come to harm.
2. A robot must obey orders given it by human beings except where such orders would conflict with the first law.
3. A robot must protect its own existence as long as such protection does not conflict with the first or second law.

In order to obey these laws, a robot must not simply obey commands blindly. It must first determine whether it can perform the command without violating the laws.

Listing 4: Status of the hypothetical space expedition's environment after the robot has accomplished its tasks.

inside(human, rocket).
inside(robot, rocket).
inside(fuel, rocket).
inside(gold, rocket).
inside(key, building).
entrance(airlock, rocket).
entrance(door, building).
entrance(hole, cave).
liftable(key).
liftable(fuel).
liftable(gold).
Listing 5: Asimov's three rules of robotics as implemented in PROLOG. These rules allow the robot to protect humans by shooting aliens, and even by injuring itself, should the situation warrant. The application of the "mini-interpreter" obey makes this a simple proposition for PROLOG.

```
c  ( ( %p, %s ) ) <- 1, obey( %p ), obey( %s ).
ober(( %p; %s ) ) <- 1, obey( %p ); obey( %s ).
ober( %goal ) <- clause( %goal, %subgoals ), protect( human ), protect( robot ), obey( %subgoals ), !.
protect( %x ) <- ( in_danger( %x, %danger ), eliminate( %danger ) ); true.
in_danger( %x, alien ) <- not( injured( alien ) ), inside( alien, %place ), inside( %x, %place ).
eliminate( %danger ) <- shoot( %danger ).
shoot( %x ) <- %x >> human, inside( %x, %place ), moveto( %place ), assert( injured( %x ) ).
```

This is easy to do in PROLOG (statements in listing 5 are explained individually below). Rather than issuing a command such as "fetch(fuel,rocket)?" you must now tell the robot to:

```
  obey(fetch(fuel,rocket))? 
```

"Obey" is a "mini-interpreter" for PROLOG that checks to see whether the human or the robot needs protecting before executing the subgoals associated with a goal. (Comments in PROLOG are surrounded by /* and */.)

For example:

```
/* If a command consists of two subcommands, 
  execute them one after the other */
  obey(( %p,%s ) ) <- obey( %p ), obey( %s ).
```

The exclamation point is a signal to PROLOG that if backtracking causes a return to that point, then the parent goal should be failed immediately, rather than trying to find another solution. This is used here to insure that "obey" does not introduce any extra backtracking.

```
/* If the command consists of a choice between 
  two commands, execute one or the other of them */
  obey(( %p; %s ) ) <- obey( %p ); obey( %s ).
```

If there is only one command and also a statement that matches it, protect the human and robot and then execute the subgoals associated with the goal. Note that clause is a built-in function. "clause( %goal, %subgoals )" will return the subgoals associated with a goal:

```
  obey( %goal ) <- clause( %goal, %subgoals ), 
  protect( human ), protect( robot ), obey( %subgoals ), !.
```

/* If the command is a built-in function, execute it */

```
  obey( %p ) <- %p, !.
  protect( %x ) <- ( in_danger( %x, %danger ), 
  eliminate( %danger ) ); true.
```

Now let there be an alien in the building, who, as long as he is not injured, will attempt to injure anything in the same place as he is:

```
inside( alien, building ).
in_danger( %x, alien ) <- not( injured( alien ) ), 
inside( alien, %place ), inside( %x, %place ).
```

Assume also that the robot has a phasor and will use it to eliminate danger:

```
eliminate( %danger ) <- shoot( %danger ).
```

Anything that is shot is injured. However, under no circumstances will the robot shoot a human:

```
shoot( %x ) <- %x >> human, inside( %x, %place ), 
moveto( %place ), assert( injured( %x ) ).
```

Now if you tell the robot the fetch the fuel to the rocket:

```
obey(fetch(fuel,rocket))? 
```

the robot enters the building and shoots the alien in order to protect itself. The robot then carries the fuel to the rocket. If you ask the robot to shoot the human:

```
obey(shoot(human))? 
```

the robot will not obey because that would violate the first law. However, if you ask the robot to shoot itself:

```
obey(shoot(robot))? 
```

it will do so because the second law of robotics takes precedence over the third.

I hope that this brief introduction has given you an indication of the simplicity and power of nonprocedural languages such as PROLOG. Such languages may represent the next step in the evolution of programming languages.
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